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Where Do We Stand?
• Apollo
• 12 days max
• Space Shuttle / ISS
• 1 year max
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• Apollo
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• Space Shuttle / ISS






• 2.5 years roundtrip
What are the issues?
• Radiation
• Galactic cosmic rays
• Solar particle events
• Acute and long-term
What are the issues?
• Radiation
• Galactic cosmic rays
• Solar particle events






Can we exploit fundamental physical processes
to mitigate these threats?
Radiation
• Galactic cosmic rays 
(GCRs)
• Isotropic
• High energy (>1 GeV)
• protons → Fe
• Solar particle events 
(SPEs)
• Isotropic
• Low energy (>1 MeV)














• High magnetic fields (~5 T)
• Thermally coupled to main habitat
• Danger of quench
ESA-SR2S; Vuolo et al. (2016)
NASA-AML; Westover, Meinke, et al. (2014)Bamford et al. (2014)

Magnetoshell
Surround with a Magnetic Field
Circular superconducting 
wires arranged the same as 
latitude lines on a globe
Mimic a Field-reversed Configuration
Spherical Assembly of Circular Coils – Two Concentric Layers
Chesny, D.L., Levin, G.A., Eastberg Persons, L., Durrance, S.T., (2019), “Galactic Cosmic Ray 
Shielding Using a Spherical Field-reversed Array of Superconducting Loops,” Journal of 
Geophysical Research: Space Weather, under review
Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway
Assume ~40-m maximum length
Encompass with 30-m radius sphere
Magnetic Field















20 coils per sphere (40 total)







Only              matters!
IFP and Δp
1-GeV proton → 1695 MeV/c
20 coils per sphere (40 total)













(1) total number of coils
per sphere
































Chemical 5-10 km/s 1-10 N 500-1,000 s Apollo, Shuttle, 
Orion
Ion / Plasma 30-50 km/s 1 uN – 1 mN 3,000-5,000 s Robotic
How do we overcome shortcomings with in-space 
propulsion to reduce Mars transit time?
(STMD)










Ad Astra Rocket Company Aerojet Rocketdyne MSNW
• VASIMR engine
• RF heating acceleration
• Thrust 5 N






• NASA Evolutionary Xenon 
Thruster (NEXT)
• Coulomb force ion 
acceleration
• Thrust 0.3 N
• Isp 4000 s
• Electrodeless Lorentz 
Force (ELF)
• FRC plasma toroid 
acceleration
• Thrust 5 N
• Isp 5000 s










Ad Astra Rocket Company Aerojet Rocketdyne MSNW
To date, each has failed the consecutive 100-hour, 100-kW test mandated by NASA
• VASIMR engine
• RF heating acceleration
• Thrust 5 N






• NASA Evolutionary Xenon 
Thruster (NEXT)
• Coulomb force ion 
acceleration
• Thrust 0.3 N
• Isp 4000 s
• Electrodeless Lorentz 
Force (ELF)
• FRC plasma toroid 
acceleration
• Thrust 5 N
• Isp 5000 s
NASA’s Propulsion Wish List
NASA’s Propulsion Wish List
• Mars in 1 month
• Specific impulse
104-105 s
• Thrust 5 N
High-speed Particles
• Isp = 10
4 s, vex = 100 km/s
• Isp = 10







• Isp = 10
4 s, vex = 100 km/s
• Isp = 10







Impulsive process of MAGNETIC RECONNECTION
• Isp = 10
4 s, vex = 100 km/s
• Isp = 10
5 s, vex = 1,000 km/s
Magnetic Reconnection








































Chesny et al. (2017)
Conducting coil technology
Complex magnetic field topologies
TRL 6-7
Dense plasma focus (DPF)











Chesny, D.L., Orange, N.B, (2019) “A Conducting Coil Assembly 
For Producing Three-dimensional Magnetic Null 
Points,” Physical Review Applied, submission ready
Patent Pending PCT/US2018/062,511
Scalable in size and energy!
Chesny, D.L., Orange, N.B, (2019) “A Conducting Coil Assembly 
For Producing Three-dimensional Magnetic Null 





Superposition of magnetic fields





























Superposition of magnetic fields
Patent Pending PCT/US2018/062,511









Chesny, D.L., Orange, N.B, (2019) “Particle Acceleration in Torsional 
Fan Reconnection at Laboratory Scales,” Journal of 
Plasma Physics, submission ready

















Particle acceleration and focusing
B
0
= 1 T ; L
0




Particle acceleration and focusing
B
0
= 1 T ; L
0
= 10 cm ; V
0
= 30 kV










A 100-hour MRR Test




due to fusion pinch
MR DOES NOT 
REACH PINCH STATE 
Experiment Frequency Shots
Petr et al. (2004) 27 Hz 800,000
Bures et al. (2012) 1 Hz 250,000
Bures et al. (2012)* 100 Hz* 1 M*
Bures et al. (2012)
* Expected with anode cooling
A 100-hour MRR Test
100 hr x 3600 s x 30 Hz = 10.8 million discharges
Variable thrust
Capacitor Bank Technology
General Atomics High Voltage Capacitors
• 30 kV for 100 million discharges
• 100 kV for 100,000 discharges
𝑈 = 𝑛𝑁𝑘𝑇/2
DPF degradation 
due to fusion pinch
MR DOES NOT 
REACH PINCH STATE 
Experiment Frequency Shots
Petr et al. (2004) 27 Hz 800,000
Bures et al. (2012) 1 Hz 250,000
Bures et al. (2012)* 100 Hz* 1 M*
Bures et al. (2012)
* Expected with anode cooling
DPF Technology
Multi-class Missions
Mission Voltage Frequency DPF 
radius
vex Isp Efficiency Thrust 100-hr
fuel
Power




73% 50 mN 10 g 46 kW
Human 
Mars








n = 1024 m-3
ΔV = 100 kV
f = 30 Hz













• Big data analytics
• Motor design
• Climate
• Proposal development and 
writing
• Provisional patent preparation












• Provisional patent preparation
• Cheaper than lawyers
• We solve intractable problems!
